
What is the idea behind bringing mytholog-
ical content to handsets? Mythology based 
content is significantly consumed across 
different mediums in our country be it televi-
sion, big screens or mobiles. After Bollywood 
and Cricket, it is the biggest market for  
business in the entertainment sector. With 
this background, we at UTV Interactive 
launched ‘Divya Kathayein’ which would pro-
vide the masses in the country mythological 
content on the go. With busy lifestyles, very 
few have the time to read up on their deities. 
This product gives them the opportunity to 
gain knowledge on their deities anytime and 
anywhere. Another factor that led UTV to 
launch content on mythology on mobiles was 
the recent success of the flagship  
product – Audio Cinema. Its phenomenal suc-
cess within just two months of its launch reit-
erates that voice products are in huge demand 
in the country, as long as the content appeals 
to audiences.

What were the challenges you faced while 
conceptualising the content? Precision. 
Mythology is a very sensitive topic and any 
error in content would spell trouble. We have 
to be extremely careful with the content that 
we publish. It has to be 100 per cent error free 
so that it cannot hurt anyone’s sentiments 
and for this, the content development process 
requires a lot of meticulous research.

What will be the target region and age 
group for your  ‘Divya Kathayein’? With 
Divya Kathayein we aim to reach out to users 
in the remotest of corners in India and to pro-
vide them with content which they can access 
even with their most basic mobile phones. 
The core age group is between 18-35 years. 

Are there any plans to come up with prod-
ucts for other religions like Christianity, 
Sikhism, etc., in the near future? Yes, the 
plan is to make this a complete devotional 
offering in the near future. However for now, 

the focus is more on Hindu devotional  
content, but we are talking to different con-
tent providers to acquire content for other 
religions.

What is the demand for religious content on 
the mobile platform? Mythology/Devotion 
based content is a big market and consumed 
significantly across the country. This goes 

in tune with our religious backgrounds and 
orientations. Success of mythology content 
across platforms be it television, films, etc., is 
noteworthy and has gained significant share 
in the mobile VAS market as well. 15-20 per 
cent of total mobile downloads is dominated 
by devotional content in India. This number 
itself showcases the popularity and demand of 
religious/devotional content.
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UTV Interactive recently launched ‘Divya Kathayein, an audio product, 
targeted at Indian consumers who love mythology. Lavina Tauro, 
senior vice president, Voice Products and Music, UTV Interactive 
talks about the product and the idea behind it Heena Jatav

“Mythology based content 
is a big market!”
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